
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Lent 

Fastnachtzeit oder Fastenzeit: Carnival Season 

Fasching und Karneval: Beschreibung (description) 

~ TRADITIONS I Kameval 

~ ♦ 

Rrrrr"-purred the witch, affectionately stroking the hair of 

" a woman watching the procession. At the same time she 

pressed the nose of her hard wooden mask into the woman's cheek. 

The woman laughs. What she has not noticed: With her gentle caress 

the witch pressed a handful of confetti so deeply into the woman's 

hair that it will take her days to untangle it from her hair. 

Every year between Epiphany and Shrove Tuesday thousands 

of mummers (merrymakers in costumes and masks) from the 

Swabian-Allemannic Fools ' Guilds take to the streets in large 

processions to celebrate the fifth season. Accompanying them are 

groups from Switzerland and Austria. During the parades the 

mummers dressed as eery witches, devils, animals as well as seemingly 

friendly creatures play their practical jokes on the spectators. 

The most familiar form of tomfoolery is probably the Rhenish 

carnival. On November 11, Martinmas, the new campaign is 

opened with the awakening of Hoppeditz, a figure resembling Till 

Eulenspiege/. Hoppeditz does not hesitate long and "in a speech 

to the people lampoons" the mayor, reports Wolfgang Nieburg 

about the large carnival society in Dusseldorf. 

In some places the carnival swings into action on "dirty Thursday, " 

as the Thursday before Ash Wednesday is called in the Swabian

Allemanic carnival. Dirty does not mean that the fools are 

unwashed. The German term comes from the Middle Ages and 

has to do with fat or lard, and is the reason behind the popular 

tradition of eating fatty foods during the Carnival season. In the 

Rhineland this Thursday is called Weiberfastnacht, or Women's 

Carnival. On this day women armed with scissors raid offices and 

cut off men's ties. 
When bean soup is ladled out early in the morning the fools 

receive their nourishment for the long day ahead of them. Around 

11 o'clock they march to the town hall where the fools and the 

mayor exchange insults until the fools finally capture the town hall 

and the key. Many regions have a Hemdglunkerumzug, in which 

participants dressed in pajamas march through the streets banging 

on pots and lids to wake the leading fools from their sleep and free 

them from their prisons. 

During carnival the Rhinelander meet in big halls for carnival 

revue shows in which jesters deliver sat irical speeches that drag 

political, religious and business leaders through the dirt. The 

guards with the carnival marching girls (die Tanzmariechen), who 

satirize the military from earlier times, entertain with dancing. The 

Rose Monday parades of the Rhine/anders are legendary. On large 

floats the various carnival societies pick up themes from the past 

year and expose many shortcomings. The Rhenish fools in Dusse/dorf 

are lead by the Prince and Princess Venetia, in Cologne by the 

triumvirate of Prince, Farmer, and Virgin. 

In 1560 the wearing of masks was banned in Austrian Vorarlberg. 

In response the carnival groups were formed. Today they act as 
preservers of the traditions. An example is described by Herti Henss 

in his book "The Fifth Season," with the Luterachar Schol/esteachar, 

formed in 1752 when they started cutting peat due to a shortage of 

wood. The Sunday after Ash Wednesday is the day of the burning of 

the "Funk." A tower of stacked wood set on fire is visible from afar 

and marks the end of "Fasnat," as the Carnival is called there. 

In Switzerland the March/er Ro/Ii are the leading figures. A mask 

with a flat face, a colorful, patched suit, and a broad belt with 

bells are their characteristic features. On the Twelfth Night the 

farmers' sons come down from the hillside dressed in white and 

blue peasant shirts and black pointy hats with big cow bells to 

gather at the entrance to the town. After the sound of the bells 

fades away, a night-time ghost parade marches through the town 

making ear-splitting noise. In Basel a week after the traditional 

carnival the peasant carnival is heralded on Monday morning 

(Morgenstreich). At four in the morning when the street lights 

go out, a lantern parade sets off. Traditionally the parade has 

many carnival marching bands (Guggenmusik) and bands playing 

shawms, an ancient instrument (Schalmeienkape/le). 

Although there are many names for Carnival, such as Fastnacht, 

Fasnacht, Fasnat, Fasnet, and Karneval, and the celebrations are 

just as varied, they all have fools in common: Their traditions, says 

Rainer Domfeld, president of the Ortenauer Narrenbund, who is 

we/I-versed in the history of Carnival, goes back to the Middle Ages. 

Back then food which could not be kept fresh for longer than 40 

days was eaten during a large feast held in the night before Lent. 


